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Abstract
In this paper we classify all block equalities and all nontrivial block inclusions for spin blocks of the
double covers of the symmetric groups at different odd primes. More generally, we describe for an odd
integer s > 1 explicitly when an s¯-block of bar partitions is contained in a t¯-block of bar partitions, for
t > 1 an odd integer or t = 4. The question of block equality leads to the study of (s¯, t¯)-cores. In the case of
primes they label spin characters which are of defect 0 for different primes and therefore represent a block
equality. We enumerate these cores and show that there is a unique maximal one.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group. We consider for a prime p a p-block Bp of G simply as a subset
(usually denoted Irr(Bp)) of the set Irr(G) of irreducible complex characters of G. It was con-
jectured by Navarro and Willems [8], that if for different primes p,q we have a block equality
Bp = Bq then |Bp| = 1. Recently it was noticed by the first author that the extension group 6.A7
of the alternating group A7 provides a counterexample to the conjecture for nonprincipal blocks
(p,q = 5,7). We expect such counterexamples to be rare.
More generally nontrivial block inclusions Bp ⊆ Bq in a finite group G may be studied. We
call the inclusion trivial if |Bp| = 1, i.e., if the smaller block has defect 0. Nontrivial block
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one q-block and for any p-block of G of positive defect we get a nontrivial inclusion. (Thus
we get examples of nontrivial inclusions of a p-block in a q-block in semidirect products of an
elementary abelian q-group of order qd and a nontrivial p-subgroup of GL(d, q).)
We are dealing here with spin analogues of results in [10]. In that paper all nontrivial block
inclusions for symmetric groups were classified; here we treat a similar problem for spin blocks
of the covering groups S˜n of Sn. This translates to a question on block inclusions of bar partitions,
where the blocks are determined by their bar cores.
As in [10], the primeness of p and q is not essential for our arguments. Thus on a more
combinatorial level we classify for arbitrary different odd numbers s, t ∈ N, s > 1, t  s the
s¯-blocks of bar partitions which are contained in a t¯-block of bar partitions. We show that a
nontrivial inclusion can happen only if the s¯-block has bar weight 1 and its core has special
properties. This leads us to the study of t¯ -good s¯-cores and of (s¯, t¯ )-cores. (When p and q are odd
primes, the (p¯, q¯)-cores are exactly the labels of the spin characters which are simultaneously
of defect 0 for p and q; see Remark 3.3 below.) We show for instance that (s¯, t¯)-cores are
parameterized by paths in a certain rectangular diagram of integers which we call the Yin–Yang
diagram; in particular, their number is finite.
For any given different odd primes p and q it follows that whereas the number of nontrivial
spin block inclusions Bp ⊆ Bq is infinite, the number of spin block equalities Bp = Bq is finite





, with p1 = (p − 1)/2, q1 = (q − 1)/2.
There are some significant differences between the results of this paper for bar partitions and
those of [10] for partitions. For instance, in contrast to [10] there seems to be no simple generating
function for the number of “good” partitions. On the other hand, an apparently difficult open
problem about the containment of arbitrary (s, t)-cores in a maximal one [10, 4.11] is settled
below for bar cores.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we first give a brief exposition of the necessary
facts from the theory of spin characters of S˜n and their labels, leading to the definition of t¯-good
s¯-cores. They are the possible cores of the s¯-blocks which may be contained nontrivially in a
t¯-block. The main result Theorem 2.3 describes exactly when this occurs. In Theorem 2.6 we
list all possible nontrivial block inclusions in S˜n. As a corollary, the Navarro–Willems question
about block equality is answered positively for spin blocks and thus it is true for all blocks in S˜n.
Block equality for spin blocks can only happen for blocks which are simultaneously of defect 0
for two different odd numbers. This leads to the study of (s¯, t¯ )-cores in the final section. The
main results are the enumeration of these partitions (Theorem 3.2) and the fact that there is a
maximal such partition containing all the others (Theorem 3.6).
2. Block inclusions
For background on the theory of spin characters of S˜n we refer the reader to [4].
The associate classes of spin characters of a double covering group S˜n of Sn are labeled
canonically by the partitions λ of n into distinct parts, i.e., λ = (a1, a2, . . . , am), a1 > a2 >
· · · > am positive integers with |λ| = a1 + · · · + am = n; we call such partitions bar partitions.
Since we may identify a bar partition with the set of its parts, we adopt some set theoretic notions
for it. Thus, for example, a ∈ λ signifies that a is a part of the bar partition λ. In this case λ \ {a}
is then the partition obtained by deleting the part a from λ. For convenience, we will denote the
partition obtained by reordering the parts of a composition α by αo.
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the distribution of the irreducible characters of Sn into p-blocks in terms of the p-cores of the
partitions labeling them: The partition labels of characters in the same p-block have the same p-
core (see [6]). This analogue to the Nakayama conjecture, referred to as the Morris conjecture [7],
asserts that for an odd prime p, the p¯-cores determine the p-blocks of spin characters of S˜n; this
was proved by Humphreys [5] and Cabanes [3].
A detailed description of the p¯-combinatorics may be found in [9, Section 4]. A bar partition λ
has a p¯-core λ(p¯), which is obtained from λ by removing as many p-bars from it as possible; the
number of removed p-bars is the p¯-weight wp¯(λ).
A tool for bar partitions corresponding to the well-known p-abacus is the p¯-abacus. The
p¯-abacus has p runners, running from north to south. The ith runner contains positions num-
bered i,p + i,2p + i, . . . in increasing order from north to south. For 1 i  p−12 the runners
numbered i and p − i are called conjugate, and a pair of conjugate runners is simply referred to
as a runner pair. The abacus configuration of a bar partition is obtained by placing the parts of
the partition as beads on the p¯-abacus. A bar partition is then a p¯-core if (in the abacus configu-
ration)
(i) the 0th runner is empty,
(ii) at most one runner in a runner pair is nonempty, and
(iii) a nonempty runner contains only beads in the top positions.
For p = 2, the block distribution of spin characters of S˜n was determined in [2]. Note that in
contrast to the case of odd p, the 2-blocks are “mixed,” i.e., they contain both ordinary and
spin characters. In particular, no 2-block of S˜n is of defect 0. The combinatorics in this case
may be viewed as a 4¯-combinatorics. Indeed, we have a 4¯-abacus with one runner for all even
parts (the 0th runner), on which we can slide by steps of 2, and two conjugate runners for
the residues 1 and 3 modulo 4. A bar partition is then a 4¯-core exactly if the 0th runner is
empty (i.e., there are no even parts), at most one of the two conjugate runners is nonempty,
and a nonempty runner has only beads at the top. We will call the corresponding combinato-
rial block of bar partitions of n a 4¯-block, and we will denote the 4¯-core of a bar partition λ
by λ4¯.
From a combinatorial point of view, the notions of bar cores and bar blocks may in analogy
to the case of odd primes be defined for any odd s ∈ N, s > 1. The set of bar partitions of n
having the same s¯-core κ forms the s¯-block to κ of (s¯-)weight 1
s
(n − |κ|). The number of bar
partitions in a s¯-block of weight w is denoted k¯(s,w). Below, we use the fact that k¯(s,1) = s+12
[9, Remark 4.8].
Remark 2.1. Let s, t be odd integers, s, t > 1.
(i) If t | s, then any two bar partitions with the same s¯-core also have the same t¯-core. Hence
any s¯-block is contained in a t¯-block.
(ii) Any s¯-block of weight 0 is contained in some t¯-block.
Block inclusions of these two types are called trivial.
Let κ be an s¯-core, t ∈ N, t = s (we emphasize that here we may also take t = 4). We call κ
t¯-good, if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(ii) If i ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1} is such that {i, s − i} ∩ κ = ∅, then t | i or t | s − i.
Remark 2.2. We can have a t¯-good s¯-core κ only when gcd(s, t) = 1: Note that if gcd(s, t) = 1,
then the runner pair to 1, s − 1 in the s¯-abacus has to be empty for a t¯ -good s¯-core κ by condi-
tion (i); but then condition (ii) forces t | s − 1, a contradiction.
Before we state the main result of this section we give an example to illustrate the nontrivial
block inclusions appearing in Theorem 2.3:
Example. We take s = 7, t = 3; then κ = (9,2) is a 3¯-good 7¯-core. The 7¯-block B of weight 1
with this bar core consists of the bar partitions (9,7,2), (16,2), (9,4,3,2), (9,6,2,1). They all
have empty 3¯-core, and thus B is contained in a 3¯-block.
Theorem 2.3. Let s > 1 be an odd integer. Let t > 1 be an odd integer with t  s or let t = 4. Let B
be an s¯-block, with s¯-core κ , weight w  1. If w  2, then B is not contained in any t¯-block.
If w = 1, then B is contained in a t¯-block if and only if κ is t¯ -good. This can only happen if
gcd(s, t) = 1.
Proof. First we discuss the case of blocks of weight 1. Let B be an s¯-block with s¯-core κ and
weight w = 1. Certainly λ = κ ∪ {s} ∈ B .
Assume first that B is contained in some t¯-block, i.e., all bar partitions in B have the same
t¯-core. If a ∈ κ is s-maximal, consider the bar partition μ = κ ∪{a+ s}\ {a} in B . As μ(t¯) = λ(t¯),
we have (a, s)o
(t¯)
= (a + s)(t¯). As t  s, this can only happen if a + s ≡ 0 mod t or a ≡ 0 mod t .
Thus condition (i) of t¯ -good partitions is satisfied for κ . Now let i ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1} be such that
{i, s − i} ∩ κ = ∅. Then μ = κ ∪ {i, s − i} ∈ B . Now μ(t¯) = λ(t¯) implies (s)(t¯) = (i, s − i)o(t¯), and
hence we must have t | i or t | s − i. Thus, κ is t¯-good. By Remark 2.2 we have gcd(s, t) = 1 in
this case.
If B is an s¯-block with s¯-core κ and weight w = 1, then all bar partitions in B are of one of
the forms just discussed, and the conditions of κ being t¯ -good guarantee that they all have the
same t¯-core as λ.
We now have to prove that an s¯-block of weight w  2 cannot be contained in any t¯-block.
Let κ be the s¯-core of the s¯-block B of weight w  2; then λ = κ ∪ {ws} ∈ B . We assume that
all bar partitions in B have the same t¯-core.
Let a ∈ κ be s-maximal. Then we have the bar partition κ ∪ {a + ws} \ {a} as well as the bar




= (a + ws)(t¯) =
(
a + (w − l)s, ls)o
(t¯)
, 1 l w − 1.
We want to show:
a + ws ≡ 0 mod t. (∗)
First we consider the case of an odd t .
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equation for l = 1 yields (using that s ≡ 0 mod t)
a + (w − 1)s ≡ 0 mod t.
Now if w = 2, then we obtain a ≡ 0 ≡ a + s mod t (note that 2s ≡ 0 mod t), leading to the
contradiction s ≡ 0 mod t .
If w  3, then we can also use the equation above for l = 2 to obtain a + (w − 2)s ≡ 0 mod t ,
leading again to the contradiction s ≡ 0 mod t .
Now we turn to the case of t = 4. Again, we assume that (∗) does not hold.
If w = 2, then
(ws, a)o
(4¯) = (a)(4¯) = (a + ws)(4¯),
and since 2s ≡ 2 mod 4, this can only hold for even a. Because of (∗), we must then have a ≡
0 mod 4. But now l = 1 also gives ∅ = (a)(4¯) = (a + s, s)(4¯), and this is a contradiction.
If w  3, then we can also use the condition for l = 2 to obtain
(a + ws)(4¯) =
(
a + (w − 2)s,2s)o
(4¯) =
(
a + (w − 2)s)
(4¯).
Then 2s ≡ 2 mod 4 implies that a + ws has to be even, and in fact a + ws ≡ 2 mod 4 because
of (∗). But now from l = 1 we obtain ∅ = (a+ws)(4¯) = (a+ (w−1)s, s)(4¯) = ∅, a contradiction.
Hence we arrive in both cases at the conclusion that all s-maximal a ∈ κ satisfy a + ws ≡
0 mod t , and thus in particular, that they are all congruent mod t .
Now assume that κ has two s-maximal elements a, b (we want to show that this cannot occur).
We then also have the bar partition κ ∪ {a + s, b+ s, (w − 2)s} \ {a, b} for w  3 and κ ∪ {a + s,
b + s} \ {a, b} for w = 2, respectively, in B , as well as the bar partitions κ ∪ {a + (w − l)s,
b + ls} \ {a, b}, for 1 l w − 1.





(a + s, b + s, (w − 2)s)o
(t¯)
for w  3,
(a + s, b + s)o
(t¯)




= (a + (w − l)s, b + ls)o
(t¯)
, 1 l w − 1.
As a + ws ≡ 0 ≡ b + ws mod t , we also have (ws, a, b)(t¯) = (a)(t¯). Now the first equation tells
us that we cannot have a ≡ 0 mod t , for w  2, and indeed it gives a contradiction in the case
w = 2. For w  3, it yields a + s ≡ 0 mod t when t is odd, and a odd, when t = 4. Now, we can
also use the equation above for l = 2, which gives the desired contradiction in both cases.
Hence we know now that at most one conjugate pair of runners is nonempty.
Now assume that we have two empty conjugate runner pairs, i.e., there are 1 i < j < s−j <
s− i  s−1 such that κ ∩{i, s− i} = ∅ = κ ∩{j, s−j}. We then find the following bar partitions
in B:
κ ∪ {i, ls − i, (w − l)s}, 1 l w − 1, κ ∪ {i + ls, (w − l)s − i}, 0 l w − 1,
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{i, s − i, j, s − j} for w = 2 and κ ∪ {i, s − i, j, s − j, (w − 2)s} for w  3, respectively.
Again, we know that these bar partitions have the same t¯-bar core as λ.
First assume that ws ≡ 0 mod t (then we must have w  3); note that in the case t = 4 the
assumption w even implies ws ≡ 0 mod 4 by using the bar partitions above.
When t is odd, for l = 1, the first partition yields i ≡ 0 or s − i ≡ 0 mod t (but not both), and
analogously for j, s − j . When t = 4, the listed partitions also give i ≡ 0 or s − i ≡ 0 mod 4,
and analogously for j, s − j . But then the final partition (with both i, j appearing) immediately
gives a contradiction in both cases.
Hence ws ≡ 0 mod t when t is odd, and when t = 4, we even know that w is odd. But then,
using the partitions of the second type at l = 0 we obtain (ws)(t¯) = (i,ws − i)(t¯), and thus we
have i ≡ 0 or i ≡ ws mod t (and similarly for j ). Using these partitions for l = 1, we then obtain
i ≡ 0 and ws ≡ s, or i ≡ ws ≡ −s mod t , respectively. We have similar congruences for j , and
we then deduce that we have either ws ≡ s and i ≡ 0 ≡ j , or ws ≡ −s ≡ i ≡ j . If w = 2 or if
w  3 and ws ≡ −s, we easily arrive at a contradiction by using the mixed bar partitions, and in
the case of t = 4 we also use the partitions of the second type for l = 2. If w  3 and ws ≡ s (and
i ≡ 0), we use the first partition type at l = 2 to reach a contradiction. Hence we cannot have two
empty runner pairs. As we also have at most one nonempty runner pair, we can deduce now that
s = 3 or s = 5.
Now assume that a ∈ κ is s-maximal and that we have 1  i < s − i  s − 1 such that κ ∩
{i, s − i} = ∅. Recall that we have already shown a + ws ≡ 0 mod t . We consider the partition
κ ∪ {a + (w − 1)s, s − i, i} \ {a} ∈ B . As it has the same t¯-core as λ, we deduce (ws, a)(t¯) =
(a + (w − 1)s, s − i, i)(t¯). When t is odd, we deduce immediately i ≡ s or i ≡ 0 mod t . But as
s  5, we have i  2, and then the only possibility is i = 2, s = 5, t = 3. But then the partition
κ ∪ {s, a + (w − 2)s, i, s − i} \ {a} ∈ B yields a contradiction. Hence we cannot have both a
nonempty and an empty runner pair, and this forces s = 3. When t = 4, we argue similarly and
we also use the partition κ ∪{a+ (w−2)s, s, s − i, i} \ {a} ∈ B for w  3, or κ ∪{s, s − i, i} ∈ B ,
for w = 2, to exclude the situation s = 5 and i = 1.
First we consider the case of an odd integer t . Let us assume that κ = ∅ and that a ∈ κ is
s-maximal. First, we also assume that a − s ∈ κ , i.e., the corresponding runner has at least two
beads. The partition κ ∪ {a + (w − 1)s} \ {a − s} ∈ B leads to the two possibilities a ≡ 0 ≡
ws mod t or a ≡ s and ws ≡ −s mod t . If w  3, then the partition κ ∪ {s, a + (w − 2)s} \
{a − s} ∈ B leads to a contradiction in both cases. Hence w = 2. But 2s ≡ 0 mod t , and 2s ≡
−s mod t leads to 0 ≡ 3s = 9 mod t and then t = 9; now, a ≡ s = 3 mod t = 9 leads to 3 | a—
a contradiction. Thus we can have only one bead on the runner, i.e., κ = {a}.
Now the partition (a + (w−1)s, a, s −a)o ∈ B , and the t¯-core of λ = (ws, a) is empty, hence
we have a ≡ 0 ≡ ws or a ≡ s mod t .
If w  3, then also κ ∪ {s, a + (w − 2)s, s − a} = (a + (w − 2)s, s, a, s − a)o ∈ B , and we get
a contradiction for both possibilities for a.
Hence w = 2. But as ws = 2s ≡ 0 mod t , we then obtain a ≡ s = 3 mod t and 0 ≡ a + ws =
a + 2s ≡ 9 mod t , and thus t = 9, but then s = 3 | a gives a contradiction.
Hence the only possibility left is κ = ∅, s = 3. In this case λ = (ws) = (3w) ∈ B , and we also
find the partition (3(w − 1),2,1) ∈ B , for all w  2. As these have the same t¯-core, we cannot
have 3w ≡ 0 mod t but must have 3w ≡ 1 or 2 mod t , and in the latter case we note that w > 2.
If 3w ≡ 1 mod t , consider in B the partition (3(w − 2),4,2)o for w  3, or (4,2) for w = 2,
respectively; as t > 3, this gives a contradiction. Hence 3w ≡ 2 mod t and w > 2. In this case,
the partition (3(w − 1),3) ∈ B gives a contradiction.
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t¯-block when t is odd.
It remains to deal with the case t = 4. We keep in mind that we already know s = 3. If w  3
is odd, we consider the partitions κ ∪ {ws} and κ ∪ {(w − 2)s,2s} in B , and we can deduce
(ws)(4¯) = ((w − 2)s,2s)o(4¯) = ((w − 2)s)(4¯). But then we must have ws ≡ (w − 2)s mod 4, and
hence 2s ≡ 0 mod 4, a contradiction. Thus w is even. If w > 2, we may also use the bar partition
κ ∪ {(w − 1)s, s} in B; comparing the 4¯-core with the one of κ ∪ {ws} implies ws ≡ 0 mod 4
and hence w ≡ 0 mod 4. If w > 4, consider κ ∪ {(w − 3)s,2s, s} in B . Comparing the 4¯-core
again with that of κ ∪ {ws}, we obtain ∅ = ((w − 3)s, s)(4¯), hence (w − 2)s ≡ 0 mod 4 and thus
2s ≡ 0 mod 4, a contradiction. Thus w = 2 or w = 4.
As in the case of odd t , we now assume first that κ = ∅. Again, we start with the situa-
tion where a ∈ κ is s-maximal and where also a − s ∈ κ . Note that we have already shown
a+ws ≡ 0 mod 4, hence in particular a is even. If w = 2, we compare the 4¯-cores of κ ∪{2s} and
κ ∪ {a + s} \ {a − s}. This yields (a − s)(4¯) = (a + s)(4¯) and thus −s ≡ s mod 4, a contradiction.
If w = 4, we compare the 4¯-cores of κ ∪ {4s} and κ ∪ {a + 2s, s} \ {a − s}. This yields
(a − s)(4¯) = (s)(4¯) and thus a ≡ 2s mod 4, a contradiction.
Next we consider the case κ = {a}; remember that a is even. For w = 2, we have ∅ =
(2s, a)(4¯) = (a + s, a, s − a)o(4¯) = (a + s, s − a)(4¯), and thus 2s ≡ 0 mod 4, a contradiction.
For w = 4, we have ∅ = (4s, a)(4¯) = (a + 2s, s, a, s − a)o(4¯) = (s, s − a)(4¯), and thus 2s ≡ a ≡
0 mod 4, again a contradiction.
Now assume κ = ∅. In this situation we use the fact that s = 3. Because of this, (3w) and
(3(w − 1),2,1) are in B , and then ∅ = (3w)(4¯) = (3(w − 1),2,1)(4¯) = (3(w − 1),1)(4¯) yields
w = 2. In the remaining case where w = 2, we note that the bar partitions (6) and (5,1) in B
have different 4¯-cores, thus reaching the final contradiction.
Thus we also have that no s¯-block of weight w  2 is contained in a 4¯-block. 
Corollary 2.4. Let s, t be odd integers, s, t > 1, t = s. If B is an s¯-block and a t¯-block of bar
partitions, then |B| = 1.
Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume t  s. Suppose that |B| > 1. Then Theorem 2.3 implies that the
s¯-block B is of s¯-weight 1, and that gcd(s, t) = 1. But then we can apply Theorem 2.3 again,
now to the t¯-block B , to deduce that also its t¯ -weight is 1. But then
k¯(s,1) = s + 1
2
= |B| = k¯(t,1) = t + 1
2
,
contradicting s = t . 
Remark 2.5. As mentioned earlier, the Navarro–Willems conjecture [8] claims that if for dif-
ferent primes p,q we have a block equality Bp = Bq then |Bp| = 1. Now for odd primes p, by
the (proven) Morris conjecture the spin p-blocks of the double covers of the symmetric groups
are determined by the p¯-cores of the partition labels of the spin characters in the block (apart
from the defect zero case where there may be two blocks associated to one p¯-core). Hence the
corollary shows that the Navarro–Willems conjecture holds for spin p-blocks of these groups.
As noted before, the case of 2-blocks of S˜n was treated in [2]. All such blocks are “mixed,” i.e.,
they contain both ordinary irreducible characters and spin characters, and thus there can be no
equalities between 2-blocks and spin blocks for odd primes in S˜n. As the conjecture also holds
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covers of the symmetric groups. As we have seen above, it may happen that for odd p the spin
characters in a p¯-block of positive defect are all contained in the same 2-block of S˜n, but only in
the case where the small block is of weight 1 and the p¯-core is 4¯-good. For instance, the 3¯-block
of weight 1 to κ = (4,1) consists of the bar partitions (7,1) and (4,3,1) which both have empty
4¯-core, i.e., the corresponding spin characters are both in the principal 2-block of S˜8.
For the sake of completeness we list all possible nontrivial block inclusions in S˜n. We call a
p-block of S˜n ordinary if it does not contain a spin character. Otherwise is it called a spin block.
Each block has a core as described above.
Theorem 2.6. Let p, q be different primes, Bp a p-block and Bq a q-block of S˜n, both of positive
defect. Then Bp ⊂ Bq if and only if one of the following occurs:
• p and q are both odd, Bp and Bq are both ordinary, Bp has defect 1 and its core is q-good
[10].
• p and q are both odd, Bp and Bq are both spin, Bp has defect 1 and its core is q¯-good.
• q = 2, Bp is ordinary, Bp has defect 1 and its core is 2-good.
• q = 2, Bp is spin, Bp has defect 1 and its core is 4¯-good.
3. (s¯, t¯)-cores and block equalities
In this section we classify the situations which occur in Corollary 2.4; in particular, this in-
cludes the classification of the (labels of) the spin characters of the double cover groups S˜n which
are of defect 0 for two distinct odd primes.
Let s, t ∈ N, s, t > 1, be odd and gcd(s, t) = 1.
Throughout this section we also assume that s < t .
A bar partition which is simultaneously an s¯-core and a t¯ -core is called an (s¯, t¯ )-core. If κ is
such a partition and a is one of its parts, then a cannot be represented in the form ks + lt , where
k, l are nonnegative integers. Indeed, in that case s or t would be a part of κ , but by the definition
of bar cores this is not possible. Thus the parts of κ are contained in the set
Xs,t = N \ {ks + lt | k, l  0}.
It is known (see [1,10]) that this is the finite set consisting of all positive numbers of the form
(st − s − t) − (ks + lt), k, l  0. Thus there is only a finite number of possibilities for the parts
of κ and therefore also only a finite number of (s¯, t¯ )-cores.
We note that s+t2 = (st − s − t) − ( t−32 s + s−32 t) ∈ Xs,t . However, s+t2 cannot be a part of an
(s¯, t¯ )-core κ . Indeed, if this were the case, then t−s2 = s+t2 − s would be a part of κ , since it is an
s¯-core. Adding the parts t−s2 and
s+t
2 we get t , contradicting that κ is an t¯-core.
Arrange the elements of Xs,t in an (s, t)-diagram which is defined as follows (see also [10]).
Start with the largest entry st − s − t in the lower left-hand corner and subtract multiples of s
along the rows and multiples of t along the columns as long as possible.
The (s, t)-diagram incorporates parts of the runners of the usual s¯-abacus (arranged horizon-
tally and reordered) and of the usual t¯-abacus (arranged vertically and reordered). Not all runners
of the s¯- and t¯-abacus are represented. As usual, for 0 i  s − 1 we refer to the i-runner of the
s¯-abacus as the runner containing numbers ≡s i; similar notation is used for the t¯ -abacus. On
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Fig. 2. The (7,17)-diagram.
Fig. 3. The (7,17) Yin and Yang diagrams.
the s¯-abacus, only the 0-runner is missing, but all the t¯-runners numbered sk, 0 k   t
s
, are
not represented in the (s, t)-diagram. (See Fig. 1.)
As an example, the diagram for s = 7, t = 17 is shown in Fig. 2. We have marked the rectangle
with the lower left-hand corner st − s − t = 95 and the upper right-hand corner s+t2 = 12; none
of these numbers can be parts of a (7¯, 1¯7)-core, i.e., these cores may only contain parts which
are among the nonbold numbers in the diagram. There are still further restrictions. For example,
if a (7¯, 1¯7)-core has a part equal to 4 (from the final row) then none of the numbers 3, 10, 13, 30
from the top rows can be a part. (For instance, 4 + 30 is divisible by 17.)
Removing the numbers from the marked rectangular subdiagram of the (s, t)-diagram con-
taining u = s−12 rows and v = t−12 columns leaves two smaller diagrams, which we refer to as
the Yin diagram and the Yang diagram. The top Yin diagram has st − s − t s+12 as its largest
element and the bottom Yang diagram has st − t − s t+12 as its largest element. (See Fig. 3.)
Remark 3.1. There is a simple connection between the numbers in the Yin diagram and the
Yang diagram: remove all entries less than or equal to t−s2 from the Yin diagram and subtract
t−s from the remaining entries to get the Yang diagram. This is easily seen from the definition of2
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in the Yin and Yang diagram is t−s2 .
Let us discuss the lengths of the rows and columns in the diagrams. As gcd(s, t) = 1, we may
define a permutation σ of {1,2, . . . , s − 1} by the property that for i = 1, . . . , s − 1 we have
σ(i)t ≡s i.
Note that the definition of σ implies that for all i we have
σ(i) + σ(s − i) = s. (1)
Put
ci = σ(i)t − i
s
. (2)
The ci ’s are numbers between 1 and t − 1 satisfying
ci + cs−i = t − 1. (3)
The (s, t)-diagram contains s − 1 rows. For each i, 1 i  s − 1, there is a row containing the
numbers i + sj , 0 j  ci − 1 (see [10, Lemma 3.2]). Therefore the diagram contains a total of
(s−1)(t−1)
2 numbers. Half of these (namely the s−12 · t−12 numbers in the rectangle) are removed
to get the Yin and Yang diagrams.
The first s−12 rows contain the numbers of the Yin diagram and the bottom
s−1
2 rows contain
the numbers of the Yang diagram.
Equation (3) shows that if the Yin diagram contains numbers of residue i modulo s then the
Yang diagram contains numbers of residue s − i modulo s, and these come in opposite order.
Moreover, the total number of numbers of residue i, s − i in both diagrams is t−12 .
Therefore the Yang diagram may be rotated 180◦ and combined with the Yin diagram to give
a new rectangular s−12 × t−12 -diagram. We refer to this as the Yin–Yang diagram. Conjugate
runners are joined at their lowest entries, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. The (7,17) Yin–Yang diagram.
Theorem 3.2. Let s, t ∈ N, s, t > 1, gcd(s, t) = 1. Set u = s−12 , v = t−12 . There are only finitely
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in an (s¯, t¯ )-core. Thus an (s¯, t¯ )-core κ has parts which form a subdiagram T (κ) of the Yin–Yang
diagram. If a ∈ T (κ), a > s, then a − s ∈ T (κ), and if a > t , then a − t ∈ T (κ).
We draw a line separating the Yin and the Yang part of the Yin–Yang diagram. If a ∈ T (κ)
then also all numbers in the area between a and the separating line are in T (κ).





“diagonal” paths between the entries of the Yin–Yang diagram. It is
composed of vertical (north-to-south) and horizontal (west-to-east) moves from the top left-hand
corner to the bottom right-hand corner of the diagram. (See Fig. 5.)
Fig. 5. A (7¯, 1¯7)-core in the Yin–Yang diagram.
Together with the separating line the path forms the border of two subdiagrams (possibly
empty) of the Yin–Yang diagram. One subdiagram is contained in the Yin diagram and the other
in the Yang diagram. The subdiagrams taken together can have a nonempty intersection only
with one of a pair of conjugate runners (both with respect to the s¯- and t¯-abacus), and also
they are closed under subtraction of multiples of s, t ; therefore the entries of these subdiagrams
form then the parts of an (s¯, t¯ )-core. In the example shown in Fig. 5, this core partition κ is
(18,11,8,4,2,1); here, 1,4,8,11,18 are in the Yang part of the diagram T (κ) and only 2 is in
the Yin part of T (κ).
On the other hand, if κ is an (s¯, t¯ )-core, then consider the intersection of T (κ) with the ith
row in the Yin–Yang diagram. Suppose that the rightmost element ri is in the ji th column. If
ri, ri+1 are both in the Yin part or in the Yang part then clearly ji  ji+1. If ri is in Yin and ri+1
in Yang then again ji  ji+1 since the Yang part is to the right of the Yin part of row i + 1. If ri
is in Yang and ri+1 in Yin and ji > ji+1 then the element in position (i +1, ji) would be in T (κ)
forcing κ to have a mixed s- or t-bar. This is not possible. Thus the positions of the rightmost
elements form an increasing sequence and therefore describe a diagonal path. 
Remark 3.3. The above theorem implies that the number of associate classes of spin characters







The problem of enumerating the number of selfassociate and nonselfassociate characters with
this property is still open.
Recall that an s¯-core κ is called t¯-good if
(i) a part a ∈ κ is s-maximal, then t | a or t | a + s;
(ii) i ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1} is such that {i, s − i} ∩ κ = ∅, then t | i or t | s − i.
The (s¯, t¯ )-core, whose parts are the elements in the Yin diagram (respectively Yang diagram)
will be referred to as the Yin partition (respectively Yang partition).
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Proposition 3.4. The Yin partition is the minimal t¯-good s¯-core (i.e., any other such partition is
a partition of a larger integer). Also the Yang partition is the minimal s¯-good t¯-core.
Proof. The s-maximal elements of the Yin partition are the elements of the first column of the
Yin diagram. Adding s to any of these elements gives a number divisible by t , so (i) is satisfied.
For any pair of conjugate runners in the s¯-abacus, the Yin diagram contains one of the runners,
and thus (ii) is satisfied. Hence the Yin partition is a t¯-good s¯-core. As s < t , a minimal t¯-good
s¯-core has to have at least one of any two conjugate runners nonempty. Such a nonempty runner
(say the ith) contains an s-maximal element which then has to satisfy (i). As we have seen the
minimal possibility for the number of beads is then ci (as defined by Eq. (2)). Since the Yin
diagram contains the shorter of any two conjugate runners, the Yin partition is minimal among
all t¯ -good s¯-cores.
The proof in the case of the Yang partition is similar, but slightly more complicated. The t-
maximal elements of the Yang partition are the elements of the last row of the Yang diagram;
adding t to any of them gives a number divisible by s, so (i) is satisfied. Let 1  i  t − 1. If
s | i then the ith t¯-runner in the (s, t)-diagram is empty. If s | t − i, say i = t − sk, then the ith
t¯-runner is not in the Yang part but in the Yin part of the (s, t)-diagram (see Fig. 1).
For all other i the Yang diagram contains exactly one of the t¯-runners i or t − i (namely, the
shorter one in the (s, t)-diagram). Thus (ii) is fulfilled. The argument for minimality is essentially
the same as above, as the t¯-runners which are allowed to be empty are not represented in the Yang
diagram. 
Remark 3.5. We proceed to give a description of all t¯-good s¯-cores. By condition (ii), such a
partition has to have at least one of any two conjugate s¯-runners nonempty. The other conjugate
runner has to be empty, since we have an s¯-core. The minimal number of beads on s¯-runner j
is cj (defined as above by Eq. (2)), if this runner is nonempty. Since a nonempty runner contains
an s-maximal element, the other possibilities for the nonzero lengths of the runner are limited by
condition (i) to be dj = cj + k, where k is congruent to 0 or 1 modulo t . Thus any t¯ -good s¯-core
is uniquely described by an (s − 1)-tuple (d1, d2, . . . , ds−1) of nonnegative integers satisfying
dids−i = 0, di + ds−i > 0.
If di = 0, then there exists m 0 such that di = ci + mt or di = ci + mt + 1.
It is possible to label any t¯-good s¯-partition uniquely by an (s − 1)-tuple of integers
(z1, . . . , zs−1).
For 1 i  u = (s − 1)/2 we put
di = ci + zi t, ds−i = 0 if zi  0,
ds−i = cs−i − zi t − t, di = 0 if zi < 0.
For u + 1 i  s − 1 we put
di = ci + zi t + 1, ds−i = 0 if zi  0,
d = c − z t − t + 1, d = 0 if z < 0.s−i s−1 i i i
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in terms of these integers, there seems to be no nice generating function like the one for t-good
s-cores in [10].
We may also describe all s¯-good t¯-cores. Here the runners starting with numbers of the form
t − sk, sk with 1  k   t
s
, create a special problem, since they are allowed to be empty by
condition (ii). It is however in analogy with the previous case possible to label any s¯-good t¯-
partition uniquely by a (t − 1)-tuple of integers (v1, . . . , vt−1). We omit the details.
Next we show that among all (s¯, t¯)-cores, the Yin partition is maximal with respect to con-
tainment of the corresponding Young diagrams.
Theorem 3.6. Any (s¯, t¯ )-core is contained in the Yin partition.
Proof. As before we set u = s−12 , v = t−12 . Suppose that the ith row in the Yin–Yang diagram
contains αi numbers in the Yin part and βi numbers in the Yang part, 1 i  u. Then we have
αi + βi = v, 1 i  u,
α1  α2  · · · αu, βu  βu−1  · · · β1.
Moreover, as observed in Remark 3.1, adding t−s2 to any of the βi Yang numbers from the ith
row gives a number among the αu+1−i Yin numbers in row u + 1 − i. In particular,
βi  αu+1−i , 1 i  u.
We refer now to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let κ be an (s¯, t¯ )-core. The subdiagram T (κ) of
the Yin–Yang diagram is divided into a Yin part T (κ)1 and a Yang part T (κ)2. Suppose T (κ)1
contains segments of length γ1, γ2, . . . , γk in the rows numbered a1, a2, . . . , ak with 1  a1 <
a2 < · · · < ak  u and that T (κ)2 contains segments of length δ1, δ2, . . . , δl in the rows numbered
b1, . . . , bl with 1 b1 < b2 < · · · < bl  u.
Since the row numbers are all different we have in particular for all relevant i, j that ai = bj .
Note that γj  αaj and δj  βbj  αu+1−bj .
Our strategy is to replace Yang numbers in T (κ)2 with larger Yin numbers which are not
in T (κ)1. This will produce a new partition containing κ , which is contained in the Yin partition,
and this proves the assertion.
The δj numbers from T (κ)2 are smaller than the δj largest numbers among the βbj Yang
numbers in row bj which in turn are smaller than the δj largest numbers among the αu+1−bj Yin
numbers in row u + 1 − bj .
Replace if possible the δj numbers from row bj in T (κ)2 with the δj largest numbers among
the αu+1−bj Yin numbers in row u + 1 − bj for all j = 1, . . . , l .
The replacement procedure may fail for some δj if some nodes in the Yin part of row
u + 1 − bj are in T (κ)1. This problem occurs if u + 1 − bj = ai for some i and in addition
γi + δj > αai .
The path describing κ ends in row bj at the position αbj + δj . Therefore, if bj < ai , we must
have αai − γi  αbj + δj , which is not possible in the critical situation above.
If ai < bj , then αbj > αai and the largest Yin numbers in row bj are larger than the largest
Yin numbers in row ai = u + 1 − bj . As bj = u + 1 − ai , the Yin numbers in row bj have not
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row bj in T (κ)2 by the δj largest Yin numbers in the same row bj . 
Proposition 3.7. Set u = s−12 , v = t−12 . The sum of the numbers in the Yin–Yang diagram is
1
6
uv(ut + vs − 2).






, by [10, Lemma 3.4].
We subtract the sum of the numbers in the rectangular part with corners st − s − t and s+t2 =
u + v + 1, and size u × v. This sum is

















The proof is finished by a routine calculation. 
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